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HOW TO
NAVIGATE
The Environment Reader for Universities is not only
based on the University Grants Commission (UGC)
syllabus for environmental studies for undergraduates,
it also replicates a classroom experience for better
understanding and comprehension.
A short guide on how to read this book:
SUMMARY
A short analysis that helps you get a contemporary
perspective on the subject
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ARTICLES
They capture the basics and key recent developments
like a teacher would explain a subject, offer an argument
or pedal a perspective
CASE STUDY
Each thematic article has one or more case studies
that illustrate the subject
LECTURE
Like an invited speaker in a class, these lectures feature
subject experts who illuminate a new understanding on
the subject. To engage you more, a Q & A session throws
further light on the topic
FIELD TRIP
As part of your environmental curriculum, you will
be required to undertake a field trip to experience a
subject firsthand. We have carefully selected relevant
case studies for such visits with detailed guidance on
what you must look for.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
This section will help you explore the subject by
explaining the relevant laws
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